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China controversy

A.S. calls for more
student exit visas
lay Anne Dujmovie
Deity staff writer
The Associated Students passed
an addenduni to its China resolution
Wednesday in response to the
Chinese government’s cutbacks on
student exit visas.
The board passed a resolution
June 28 condemning the Chinese
government for its suppression of
pro-democracy protests.
In the addendum. the board
urges the Chinese government to
bring the number of student exit
visas back up to the level existing
before hard-liners crushed the protest in Tiananmen Square last summer.
The addition also calls for "more
active and aggressive recruitment of
See VISAS, page 7
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’Poor kids’ have last laugh
Ry Robert Lyon
Daiiy staff writer
The game between SJSU and
Stanford was billed by many of the
players and coaches as a matchup
between the rich kids and the poor
kids. the haves and the have-nots.
But on Saturday. the Spartans
made their point: On the football
field. it doesn’t really matter how
much money you have in your wallet.
And they executed a 40-33 victory over the Cardinal in front of
58011 spectators at Stanford Stadium.
But it wasn’t easy.
There were critical moments
throughout the game when the outcome could have swung either way.
and it wasn’t until wide receiver
Kevin Evans’ 22 -yard touchdown
catch late in the third quarter that the
Spartans went out on top for good.
"We’re obviously very delighted

SJSU dumps Stanford 40-33
and tremendously proud of our limit - scored against Stanford since 1959.
hall lei1111. said SJSU head coach SJSU scored 38 points that year in a
Claude Gilbert. "It was a %%Wei VIC- losing effort.
tory for us."
"Hats off to San Jose State,"
The win improved SJSUs record said Cardinal head coach Dennis
to 2-1 11-0 in the Big West Confer- Green. "They played a hell of a
ence, and dropped the struggling good game. Anytime you score 40
Cardinal to 1-3.
points. you’ve done well."
Flut what did the victory do for
And as things would turn out.
SJSU’s "poor kid" image?
SJSU needed every one of those
"This is always present in this points. because the defensive secseries and this rivalry." Gilbert said. ondary had more holes than a pound
It’s interesting to write about. it’s of Swiss cheese .
interesting to read. and we have a
Stanford
quarterback
Steve
little fun with it. but we don’t take it Smith completed 28 of 52 passes for
too seriously."
384 yards and three touchdowns.
The way SJSU played, though.
connecting on strike,. of 22. 17 and
was awfully hard to tell.
18 yards. He also completed other
The Spartans racked up 416 total passes for 38.41, anti 49 yards.
yards in offense. and the 40 points
But the secondary. came through
was the most an SJSU team has when it had to.

Outmatched ouffit

Rs Vincent T. Oddo
Day max writer
Fifteen students from SJSU are
now recipients of Califonna State
I.ibrary scholarships for ethnic -minority students.
The grants are the most awarded
to the university by CST. in the
scholarship’s four-year history and
are twice as many as the school received last year. according trt Jim
Healey. SJSU’s director of library
sciences.
"I am very pleased that this has
happened, Healey said. "We have
been struggling to attract more mi.
))))) ty student,. to the library school.
and we are trying to 4.-ons ince these
student% about the worthiness of the
library and information fields...
One obstacle the library program
has been trying to clear in its attempt
to lure more students from ethnic. minority groups is the long-standing
image of the library field being a
"mostly white. mostly female profession." Healey. said.
"The old stereotype of the librarian who,. a ’little old lady’ with a
shll ores aleni. but
hUll 111 her hall

Teresa Hurieau

Daily staff rinotowaii,a,

Senior Kai Keases left. !cads the Stanford marching hand in a rally viith thy SJSI ’Marching Hand at the Pavilion Shops Friday

Student struck, injured on 1 Oth St.

Jim Healey,
Director of library sciences
nowadays, that image is changing...
he said. "Now, there are more
younger librarian% who would dress
as though they were going to a business nieeting. and many who have
better skills at computer science than
some computer scientists do ’’
Healey does admit that it has
been tough to fight the old image.
however.
The library director said the task
of the library division is convincing
students that being a librarian can he
a fun and honorable career.
"We want minority student,. to
take a serious look at the library and
information field: and hopefully. we
will have some student% who will become interested in the library." he
said. "Students interested in the library field have a chance to go into
the top rank in the job field, and they
can be involved in competition for
positions on a national level.
In order to qualify fie a CSL
scholarship. students must maintain
a 3.0 grade point average. But.
according to Healey. exceptions can
be made.
"If a student falls below a 3.0
GPA, we can still take a look at what
other qualifications they have. such
as involvement with library or inforniation-related work
Healey said.
See LIBRARY. page 3

By Robert Louis Mallard
Daily stan writer
SJSU student Kim Gates had
both of her lower leg bones broken
Thursday es ening when she svas
struck by an automobile on the cm 111:f
10111 and San Carlos streets.
Both her tibia and fibula were
shattered. Gate% said She is schedn
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iled to stay in the hospital um I
Tuesday
Gates is supposed to v.ear a ful leg cast for six weeks and will the
he required to wear a short cast ft r
anothei month. she said
The 28,year-old junior illustration major currently lives in Markham Hall. She has attended SJS1.1 for
three semesters.
Gate% v. as on her way to a fraternity tunction when the accident occurred.
She was taken to 0Connor Hospital on Forest Asenue near Bascom

S.111

ambulance
responded
quickly. she said.
Gates was walking with four
friends trom campus to the Sigma
Chi fraternity house on _284 S. 10th
St to attend a Little Sistei Pinning.
said Mitch Dulleck. a Sigma C’hi
member.
Gates was struck by a speeding
1987 Nissan Sentra as it tiaseled
southbound on 118h Street. according to Thang I.e. San Jose Police Department recruit officer.
As Bharigu approached the intersection. the light changed from yellow to red. I.e said lihangu was
traveling at 411 mph in the 25 -mph
/one
James Oglesby . a witness to the
accident. didn’t recall flhangu appls mg his brakes until after Gates
was hit.
"I thought he was going to
stop... Gates said
The women vvere in the middle
of the crossvalk v, hen ( ;ate. was hit.
Dulleck said
"He’s damn lucky he only hit
one of them... Dulleck said.
Dulleck was walking eastward
acne.% 10th Stec’ when the accident
occurred. he said He waited until
there was a break in the nail lc before
heading tor the Sigma Chi house.
Inch is less than 500 feet trom the
accident. The Iasi car to pass him
See ACC/M.NT. poet .t
’rile

Full trauma center means
a longer trip for student
Illy Robert Louis Mallard
Deity staff writer
Even though the closest trauma
center to Thursday night’s accident was seven blocks away.
paramedics took Kim Gates to
O’Connor Hospital. which is
more than three nules from SJSU.
According to Gates. the emergency room at San Jose Medical
Center on Santa Clara and 14th
streets was filled to capacity
Thursday night.
Se% ei al of Gates’ friends
rushed to San Jose Medical Centei thinking that is vs here she
would be taken.
O’Connor does not have a
trauma center but is able to handle "minor trauma 4.11‘te%... said
1.olita Ison. the nurse in charge of
the emergency room’s p.m. shift.
Gates said that San Jose Medical C’emer was on "code red"
Thursday night. meaning that
only life -and -death l’ile1 would
be accepted
The medical center treated a
total of rime patients unyoked in
auto accidents Thursday’ night.

"We’re young defensively’ and
we’ve been thrown into a major
schedule," Gilbert %aid. We need
miprovernent. hut we’re not devastated by the fact that we’re not perfect ’’

The full story pages 4 and 5
Ne,enheie, the Spartans were
looking next to pertect against the
run.
Stanford had minus SCVC11 yards
rushing through the third quarter and
finished the game with only 30. This
was in large part due to the fierce
rush against the Stanford quarterback and the nine sacks accumulated by five different Spartans.
Leading the way was linebacker
See SPARTANS, page 5

Fullerton
agenda
set for
’89-’90

Program to attract
ethnic minorities

’The old stereotype
of the librarian
who’s a little old
lady with a bun in
her hair is still
prevalent.’

It thwarted Stanford’s final drise
the waning minutes of the game
and allowed the Spartan offense to
take over and run out the clock.

according to Dan Ross. p m shitt
nursing supervisor
The trauma center was on efli.le
red for part ol the esening. 1,111
not when Gates was struck. Ross
said.
Emergency nioni personnel
screen all calls from paramedics
to determine whether they should
accept patients or send them to a
different hospital. he added.
O’Connor was one ot the few
hinipit.ils in the aiea that night to
be on code green. which mean.
that it could admit patients in any
condition. !son said.
Heavy rain fell for much of the
day and night Thursday. making
driving more dangenius than
usual.
Thang Le. the San Jose police
recruit officer w ho handled the
accident. said there were three accidents in the downtown area on
his particular shift Thursday
night.
He estimates there were between Ilse and seven accidents in
all that night.

tly Aldo Maragoni
Deity stall writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
presented her agenda for the coming
year at SJSU at a press conference
Sept. 26.
Maior plans outlined for the uniNersity include closure of San Carlos
Street. demolition of Spartan City
and construction of buildings on
campus to alcconimodate growth of
the student population
The university has been working
toward% closing San Carlo% Street
between Fourth and Tenth streets for
three years. but city officials hase
been reluctant to do so. ai Lording to
Fullerton. SJSU officials wants the
street closed in order to create a
more unified 4:ampus. she said
University leaders first proposed
’he idea to the San Jose City Council
in 1986. but the council put the protect on hold until 1990 at the earliest.
Fullerton said. Campus officials had
planned to bring the matter before
the council attain this tall. but Fullerton said the city planning depart
ment was not able to deal with the
issue in 1989
"We still have some studies that
nee(’ 141 be done," she said. "and we
don’t want to go back to square
one."
University officials hase been
working with the Downtown /Wait lawn. the San Jaw Chanther of
Commerce and the Associated Students during the past less inonths to
try to get thr city’s approval to close
San Carlos Street
"We have support from various
groups on campus. from faculty to
students." Fullerton said. "and
there is enough interest in that we
have a fair 4.’hance at success .
Before the city will grant permission for the closure. SJSU officials
must present a plan of what the landscape will look like it the street is
closed. That plan must also include
drawings of landscaping for Seventh
and Ninth streets
"There is a request in the capital
master plan tor extra tunds to landscape the streets by 1991." Fullerton
said.
Another major item on Fullerton’s agenda is demolition of old
Spartan City buildings to make room
for construction of a child-care center. a parking lot and possibly some
tamily housing
’The university has not been able
to tear down the buildings at Humboldt and Seventh streets because it
has not received approval from the
Public Works Board. If SJSU gets
approval, it will then try to get funding tor the construction of the nev.
structures.
A revised campus master plan is
in the works and will he taken to the
California State University Board of
Trustees sometime in Noveniber,
Fullerton said. The plan will show
where SJSU intends to construct the
child-care or housing centers.
"If we put housing or child care
at that location." Fullerton said.
"we will need some portion of the
See F1 7.1.FRTON MIK(’ 7
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The U.S. flag:
long may it burn
Apparently there are still some
patriotic prudes having a hard time
swallowing the U.S. Supreme Court’s
decision upholding the desecration of the
American flag.
I realized this recently when I saw
someone with a T-shirt that said in big bold
letters: "No one burns my Ilag.’’
But these purveyors of patriotism
have to realize that this decision must be
upheld, not just because of First
Amendment protections, but because it is
the ultimate statement against a system
gone bad.
It would be just great if we could all
exist within a governmental framework in
which everybody lived happily ever after
and there was no cause whatsoever to
protest or petition our government.
But until such igovernment exists, it
is essential that we have the right to torch,
burn, rip, tear, deface, or ignore the most
sacred symbol of that government and its
country: the flag.
The recent moves to usurp the
Supreme Court’s decision and form a
Constitutional amendment illegalizing the
Ilag’s desecration are based solely on an
emotionally charged reaction to the issue.
It is understandable how people can
become upset over this problem. After all,

Pubhshed tor the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journahsm
and Mass Communications
Since 1934

Campus Voice

Another view
of phone system
Much to my ’egret, my first personal experience
with the Spartan Daily staff has left me unimpressed. 1
set aside SCSMill hours. out of what has been a very busy
schedule. v,ith one tit your reporters. In the course of
our meeting and in a subsequent conversation. we dis-

By Karen McCarty
cussed, at length. outstanding servicing issues, how we
intend to Attics% them. and how they compared with the
experiences of other universities throughout the country
who have also converted front Centrex to university
ovined systems I was led to believe that among other
things. it was you, staff policy to conduct an extensive
ieritication process in order to minimize any inaccuracies in your articles. Consequently, I was quite surprised to find that today’s (Sept. 27) front page anklets
contained several inaccurate statements of some %Tint’
cance. Examples include:
1 ) The article stated on two occasions that Mrr had
also installed an Intecom system. MIT did not install an
Intecom IBX system. ’They installed a 13,5(X)-line.
AT&T SESS. As the 5ESS is a central office switch de
signed to serve up to 100,000 users in a city or town and
the IFIX is a private branch exchange (IBX) designed to
serve a closed user community like SIMI, there are significant differences in the systems’ architectures.
2) The Spartan Daily reported at least three times
that I stated that MIT was unprepared for the conversion
to a nev,. telephone system.
mrr
not "unprepared" at cutover to assume
the responsibilities of managing the system. They were
not :mate when they. originally signed the contract in
Itec 19)15 of the magnitude of responsibilities that they
would be taking on During the three-year interini between the signing tit thitcoltraet and the installation of
the 5ESS. the MIT Telecommunications staff identified
and prepared tor the workload which they would be taking on atter the installation The staff was so successful
ie aligning to meet the challenges of managing the
new system that. six months atter cutover, they had
tewer repair reports and were turning around service orders ttttt re quickly than they had been able to do in the
nonment. This is an issue that I covered
C’entrex
both in person and over the telephone with your reporter
as he appeared to be having difficulty in understanding
the message that I was trying to convey. Unfortunately.
I was accurate in my assessment of the situation.
3) A second article on yesterday’s malfunction of
the voice mail system quoted nie as saying yesterday
ISept. 26) was the first time we have had a problem with
the ioice mail system. This is a misquote. In reality. I
called kir a statement on the situatold the repot lei
tion that it was the hist time we have had the message
muter on the si stem malfunction. In light of the fact that
we have appioilinately 6010 user and handle approximately I (OH l messages a day over the voice mail system. the foetal! performance of the system has been
very st
g.
Yesterday. the VMX technician had the systemn
restored by 5 p in We then used the occasion to reallocate disk space so that we could further improve the response time 011 Ille
Up011
Of 0111 W111.101. NC Null he shilling the system down one
afternoon a month tot this purpose We will be go mg
all users affianced notice of such shutdowns. Given the
high v ohmic ot t t illiough our system. this is an ex
tremely critical maintenance function to perform it we
are IO
MC11101 01111/MOM :IS ivell as maintain
silichronicity
message delliery arid notification.
Personally., I had hoped to grow a relationship that
would alto% the nev, spaper to become the major conduit
lot keeping the university community abreast of future
developriwnts in Telecomniunications (i.e new feature
offerings. policies problems and/or solutions). Along
these Imes. 1 had made the offer to meet with the reporter upon my return from a National IBX Users Meeting at the end ot October. to discuss the future of Intecorn and What WC could look forward to in
feature/soft% are development. Obviously. I am now reluctant to follow tip on this col iiiii omen’ as I do not want
to risk further misrepresentation of either my department or mysell
Since staffing this memo. I have been contacted by
one 01 your stall members and given the opportunity to
present ale above corrections. I do appreciate such responsiveness and would like to suggest a possible meeting to discuss the future relationship between the Spartan Daily and Telecommunications. I would hope that,
going forward. we are able to develop a relationship that
encourages mutual respect and professional growth in
our efforts to serve the SJSU community.
thr.,rit, is the Director of Telec ttttttt
\he II rote thiA column Thoritloy reotom
,los
/// Wellortdos.s Sportost Doily
spoti,1 10
oh,m, sistem

Letters
The Spartan 1)teily welcomes Letters to
the Editor. All letters may be edited fin. grammar. libel and length. The writes’s name.
clem level. motor and home phone number
toot lor insblications must accompany all letter% Letters MTh’ be delivered Ifl the Spartan
1)(IIIV 1101’11’00M ill Walhossist Library North
104 or the Smilers, (Mims information desk.

Drug legalization’s effect on America
When he was running for president. George Bush told us of a
"kinder and gentler nation" he
dreams of. Much of this plan consisted of people taking back the streets
now run by drug pushers.
wrong
went
Something
though
The streets weren’t being won
back.
The plan put too much responsibility in the hands of the public to
fight off pushers who are armed with
AK -47’s, shotguns. and various
other armaments.
At the time President Hush made
the statement, he saw the government fighting a losing battle so he
put the responsibility in the hands of
the people.
Thank you Mr. President.
At my next block meeting I think
my neighbors and 1 will discuss how
to get rid of the pushers at the elementary school nearby and then
solve this world peace problem.
Seeing neither of these plans
working, people are making an effort to legalize drugs thereby installing another forni of slavery.
Now. this slavery is not like that
of the 19th century. but similarities
exist:
I.ike the slavery of the Southern
plantation. drug addiction affects kir
the most part a specific group of people. namely children. blacks, and
Hispanics.
Drug addiction is passed from
generation to generation. Odds are
higher a child of a drug addict will
become a drug addict There are nu -

Aldo Maragoni
merous accounts of children being
horn addicted to some drug.
’The most frightening similarity
is the destruction drugs have on the
family.
During plantation slavery, mothers were taken away from their kids.
In drug addiction slavery, parents
abandon their babies for drug
money.
Legalization would keep these
people slaves to drugs instead of
helping addicts break the bondage.
The proponents of this new -age
slavery, claim life would become
easier because fighting would stop
between rival drug gangs. The new
plan would also lower the price of
drugs because of a flooded market
and therefore drive the pushers out
of business.
larug lords aren’t taiwering away
from the tl.S. government. and will
not run away from a free-market
capitalistic economy that will help
them in their cause.
Fighting may stop over who
would sell the drugs. hut fighting

will resume over who would sell at a
lower cost.
les the simple concept of capitalism:
The bigger businesses would
simply push out or take over the
smaller ones.
As far as price is concerned.
once it gets too low the suppliers will
hold back their drugs until a more favorable price COMCS about. Then the
suppliers can flood the market again
and lower the cost and get more peo-’
ple hociked.
Again, one of the wonderful realities of capitalism.
People have started to try to legalize drugs because they have seen
drugs come up into the white, middle and upper classes. It’s no longer
just a problem of the minorities or
lower classes.
With legalization. I sure can’t
wait to start realling advertisements
from stores who are having a sale on
cocaine antl PCP.
Get it while it’s cheap.
Legalization would simply make
drugs more accessible. Humans are a
curious kind of creature and will buy
them just to see what the commotion
is all about.
But nobody is satisfied at one
taste. They go back for more and
more and more . .
Government may not be making
great progress but they are the only
ones with the means to fight drug
lords
not the public
Aldo Maragotti is a Dads. Atufj
writer

But where do we draw the
line on flag burning?
people have fought and died for this
emblem to uphold the principles that it
stands for. And it has served as a symbol
of nationalism in which we can all take
great pride in our country.
But where do we draw the line on flag
burning’?
Do we prosecute people who burn
pictures of Ilags or T-shirts with Ilags on
them’? What about stickers of flags? And
what if I want to burn a flag in my own
home? Is the FBI going to come and kick
my door in and arrest me’?
As you can see it would be extremely
difficult determining what exactly
constitutes "desecrating the Ilag."
And unless taxpayers are willing to
contribute money toward establishing the
"Ilag police," there is going to he an even
more difficult time catching these fiery
offenders.
But the most important point of this
issue is that most people don’t understand
why someone would burn the flag.
It is not necessarily because they
don’t believe in what the Ilag stands for, or
because they lack respect for the Ilag and
our country.
But sometimes a person is faced with
governmental actions that appear so heinous, so unjust, and are so offensive to the
senses, that the only recourse that can relieve the anger is to get a Ilag.
And burn it.
Robert Lyon is the Sports Mitor.

Letters to the Editor
Family funding misconceptions
This letter is in response to Mary Callahan’s column blasting Gov Deukmejian for cutting the family
planning budget.
First of all. the money does go for abortion. Although the actual procedure is already paid for by our
tax dollars by the Rose Bird decision. the family planning money is used to counsel. promote. and advertise
abortions The abortion ads in the yellow pages are our
tax dollars at work.
Secondly. if an abortion clinic receives "family
planning.’ money to pay its bills. they will then use their
already fat wallets and give to the National Abortion
Federation to protect their business
Lastly. the notion that abortion is this wonderful
"gift’. for the poor is the cruelest thing since slavery.
For those that are still undecided on this abortion
question. Eclipse of Reason... a movie on abortion, is
being shown on Monday. Oct. 2 at 3:15 in the Guadalupe Room in the Student Union. All are welcome.
Dennis I’. Connors
Electrical Engineering
Junior

Skateboards, not nature walks

Editor.
I found the "Consider Other Travelers" letter enjoyable. but overall it was most lame. Oh. Judith Crawford, it is true: We who ride bikes on campus and skakeboards do find people like you who drive to school "evil
polluters" destroying our world. Mostly because everyone who skate% and pedal% does not know how to drive a
car. like you. You see. we don’t have licenses! But I’m
glad it’s only a small group. as stated in your letter.
Now I can see how selfish and inconsiderate my skateboarding has been
But before I finish I must confess, I do drive. In
fact, I drive to school fighting the traffic only to find my
Sill parking pass worth $40.50. So the other half of the
time I must park far. far away.

By this time I am not really in the niood for a beautiful nature walk across our beautiful city. SO I skateboard. I’ve been here for a couple of years now and I
have never seen a skateboarding student run into anyone. including myself.
I admit there are skateboarding problems on campus. Hut if anyone thinks about it for a couple of minutes they will realize that the problem is from "outsiders’. Inon-student skateboarders)
Can’t
as a student, travel more efficiently to
class just for the sake of inaking my life a little easier? I
do not think my skateboarding to class is at the expense
of others. I’ve been on the other side of the coin and
have had to walk to class. and have not found it offensive when someone skates or rides by
Ron Powers
Mechanical Engineering
Senior

Criticism deserved
Editor.
I’m glad that you (Robert Louis Mallard) are aware
of how much publicity fraternities and athlete% receive
when an unfortunate incident occurs. You mentioned it
was. "because they are two of the most recognizable
groups on campus
Well. have you ever thought of why’"
Most people I know consider those two specific
groups. (mainly fraternities) as being the arrogant or carrying themselves a+ if they are of a highly esoteric group
(above the rest of the campus non-trat people)
Thaes fine. I have no probleni with people wanting
to he that way, just as I have no problem with you thinking.’these two groups represent what the college cline
rience should he."
I have friends in fraternities and have met a lot ot
other frat brothers that are all-around great guys don’t
get me wrong. Hut if fraternities realized how they are
peiceived in the college public’s eye. maybe all the
ruckus would civil down a little more.
Whenever an incident happens. like the story of the
unwanted party -goer. most people think. "who do these

fiat guy+ think they are’.’ They have parties and won’t let
in certain guys and all the girls "
If your (fraternity) reputation was known for the
fund-raising for the many philanthropies and things
youve done to better the campus, maybe the general
campus public would he more understanding to your
complaints dhow the situation and view you guys in a
different light.
The way I see it. an image known for having an attitude (but may not really have one) is an open target for
public criticism.
A% you said in your article."We are all essential
component% that must fit together to form the puzzle.
The Campus Community. If youve got he COMponent... start tutting.
C. Escobar
Advertising student

Campus Voice
Sioilent.%. .staff fiscally and community mem-

who want to express their views about an
issue or idea can submit Campus Voice columns to
the Spartan Daily in Wahlquist Library North 104.

bers

Columns
Signed columns are written by members
of the Spartan Daily staff. They express the
opinion of the writer only.

Editorials
The editorials which appear at the upperleft hand column of the Forum page reflect the’
majority (opinion (of the Editorial Board. The
Editorial Board is made up of the Spartan
Daily editors.
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News
SJSU Today
Hitandwun
leaves motorist
in the lurch

Alter being cited tor alleged
vehicle violations, they were
released ii) the University Police
I kpartment because it was
determined that the extinguishers
were taken I
Spartan City, the
report stated.
SIIIM said he Wit’, given
pemiission by Stadium personnel to
have the extinguishers. according to
the report.
While the matter is under
investigation, the extinguishers will
be in 1 I’D custody

Accident
!WV’ I

c OW111111’11

was Bhangu’s car, he said.
"I looked up and the light was
red.’ he said. "I saw the group of
girls crossing. I saw her get hit and
fly up into the air. I threw my stuff
A hit-and-run accident in the
down and ran over there . ’
fourth Street parking garage
SJSU student Caroline Cozens
severely damaged an SJSU staff
ran back to the Kappa Delta
’ty
inember’s car Thursday night.
house and called 9- 1.1, she said.
The incident occurred sometime
University police were the first
between 5 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on the
to arrive at the \Celle. gristly %aid.
second floor of the garage.
Sall Jose police arrived shortly thereaccording to Monica Gelien. owner
after. Three fire engines and a paraof the vehicle.
medic unit were present as well.
The blue Honda Civic was struck
another
MacMillan.
Gavin
Students venture
on the driver’s side and was
Sigma C’hi fraternity member. heard
damaged on the passenger door .
abroad, further
Gate’s scream outside his window.
Gelien said.
After running a red light. the car
business goals
"I can’t even open the back
struck Gates and threw her into the
door. she said.
A pail 01 SJSI.J students ale
air and on to its windshield. he said.
Gelien said she frequently parks
currently representing the university
Olglestiy said that Gates must
in the garage instead of the faculty
at an AIESEC student business
have flown between five and 10 feet.
parking lot because it is closer to her
conference in Trento. Italy.
She landed between the Nissan and a
office.
AIESEC President Dining
black Acura Legend.
The suspect’s vehicle left orange
Boursalian and Lauren liertacini left
"Kimberly is very lucky to go
and rust scrape marks on the Honda.
for the international conference last
through all of that and only have
Gelien said she believes a
Friday and should return some time
minor injuries.’ Ix said.
student who attends classes on
this week. according to AIESEC
lkspite the tact that Gates hit the
Tuesdays and Thursdays struck her
special projects director Molly Hoyt.
cars windshield with her face. %he
car.
AIESEC. a French acronym for
seem to have any cut+ or
"I can’t even afford to pay the
International Association of Students didn’t
bruises on it. I.e said.
deductible. I just want to find out
in Economics and Business
After Gates v. as struck. the Niswho did it . she said.
Management. is an established
san hit the Legend broadside while
Anyone with information
business organization at SJS1.1 for
traveling in a westward direction
concerning the accident can call the
students who espies,’ an interest in
down San Carlos Street. The Legend
University Police Department. 924international business relations.
,11?
was towed away from the scene.
’It’s important today because
The Nissan was driveable, but
business is more and more global:.
San Jose police
Mang() was too shaken up to drive
Hoyt said. "You can’t do business
to his home in Morgan Hill. Le said.
extinguish group’s
the context of the United
He was cited on suspicion of runmore.
Even
communist
States
any
travel plans
ning a red light. but Le said he could
countries are opening tip now."
he cited for allegedly failing to yield
VVhen San Jose police stopped
AIESEC of leis students
to a pedestrian.
SJISLI students Thursday, 20
opportunities to navel and work
Le added that on his particular
fire extinguishers were found in their overseas through it% International
shift Thursday esening. there WI:le
vehicle, according police reports.
Traineeship Exchange Program.
three accidents in the downtown
William Sums .
Michael
’Die organization seeks out job%
area. He estimates there were be
Williams. 19, Daniel Morales, 19,
for foreign students in the Santa
tween five and seven accidents that
Ralph Holiday. 20. Jess Moore. 19.
Clara Valley. and in tenon for each
night.
Karl Rebay. 19, and Troy Stafford.
nib it creates. A 11.S1.( earns the
Gates was in good spirits despite
18. were pulled over at Seventh and
right to send an S.ISI qiident abroad
the accident. 1.e said. She had a lot
Martha NiteeiS
I :25 p.m.
toi
’,mile training.
of friends at the hospital supporting
her and attempting to cheer her up.

For the Record

The Spartan Daily is committed to accuracy.
Any significant error brought
to the editor’s attention will be
corrected.
If you notice something that
you know is incorrect, please

write to the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, San Jose.
CA 95/92.
You can also call the editor at
924-3280.
The Spartan Daily’s FAX
number is(408)92-1-I 018.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGurde ,s a dady calendar avatlable
SJSU students. faculty and staff organdatfons
at no charge Forms may be obtained In the
Spartan Daily office, Wahlquist L sbrary North.
Room 104, or at the Student Limon Informahon
Center No phonedfo dems wit be accepted
The deadme ,s noon The Daily veal attempt to
enter each ’tem a day before the event, as well
as the day of the event

=MI
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IC
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TODAY
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Employer presentation -engineering careers
with Hewlett-Packard. 330pm 5pm SU
Umunhum Room. Call 924-6010
SJSU Students For Life: Film Eclipse 01
Reason -Legal Abortion in America 3 15
pm.SU Guadalupe Room
UMW Planning and Placement Center:
Video-taped practice interviews. 12 30p m
and 2 p m Instructional Resource Center
Call 924-6030
Intercultural Committee: Food Bazaar
meeting. 3pm SU Montalvo Room
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Decision Making Skills 2 30 p m Hoover
Hall. lounge Call 924-6035
PISigma Alpha: Student faculty wine and
cheese reception 3pm SU Costanoan
Room Wing Chun Martial Arts Club:
Instruction and sign-ups 7 p m Spartan
Complex room 89 courtyard Ca11578.
2328
TUESDAY
Geology Club: Speaker on economic
geology, 12 30 p m , Duncan Hall. room
106

Media Coalition: Meel,rig. 9 30 a m .
Wahlquisl I ibrary North room I 13
Christian Students Fellowship: Rible
study Iellowshv meeting. noon, S U
CosIarioari Room Ca11268-1411
Informal Bible Study: ’Come Learn This
Jesus. 7p m 10th and San Carlos Sts
Call 797,7506
The Delta Phi: Discussion. 6 p m . "La
Torre conference room Call Bill 266-7687
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Interview program orientation. 11 a m, 2
p m . and 3-30pm.SU Almaden Room
Call 924-6010
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Create a Career in Art 17 30 pm SU
Guadalupe ROOM
Economics Students Association:
Meeting. 3 p
S U Montalyo Room
WEDNESDAY
A.S. Leisure Services: Deadline tor
calligraphy class sign-ups 4 30 pm.AS
Business Office Call 924-5961
University Club Forum: Clouds on the
Horizon in the U S 12 30 p m . University
Club Call 924-5559
Economics Students Association:
Meeting. 3pm SU lAontalvo Room
THURSDAY
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting. noon.
Campus Christian Center 10th and San
Carlos Sts Call 298-0204
A.S. Leisure Services: Deadline tor stress
reduction workshop sign-ups. 4 30 p m .
SU AS business office Ca11924-5961

Do You Need
Word Processing?
Professional work at a
resonable price
Laser printing
Notary Public
Letters
Resumes
Reports
and much more...
We pick up and deliver.
ALPHA NUMERIC
WORD PROCESSING
Porn Borroll
PO Box 20581
Son Jose. CR95160
408 927 9705
RIX 281 IOW

LrL

Obituary

Sutherland, education professor, dies
Jill McLaughlin
Daily staff writer
Jack West Sutherland. a retired
SJSU professor of education and social science died Sept. 16 at El Camino Hospital. He suffered from a genetic lung disease.
Dr. Sutherland. 67, spent 29
years teaching at S.ISU. He played a
role in founding the California
Council and co-authored many textbooks. He retired in 1986.
Before coming to SJSU, Dr. Sutherland taught at Jordan Junior High
School in Pal() Alto, was a dean at

Library
continued from page I
In addition. student% applying for
the scholarships must submit recommendations from local public libraries. he said. But. student% who win
CS’. scholarships are not required to
become librarians.
"We just want to make students
aware that the library field is a possibility fi)r their future." Healey said.
Out of a total award pool of
$85,000 for California universities,
SJSU was awarded $41.000 worth of
minority scholarships. Healey said.
Individual scholarships range from
$1.500 to as high as $5.(810. and
three of SJSU’s students won the
$5,0(X) scholarships this year. he

el II ’NI& &Ilk
awe limy

MDR)
Best prices is town
New releases weekly
Large selection
including Spanish
movies.

259 E. William St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
(408) 294-2048

A FREE GIFT
JUST FOR CALLING
PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1700
IN JUST TEN DAYS!!!
Student Groups
Fraternities
Sororities
needed for Marketing project
on campus
For details plus a FREE GIFT
group officers call

1-800-950-8472
linitipt

ext.20
Mitt

from the dea’er who s been around since ’83
same location same people and same service

FREE MOUSE and 640K MEMORY UPGRADE
EGA COLOR SYSTEM
Compatthle

EGA

20 Mb Hard D.sk Drive
2 Mb Floppy Disk Drive
Clock & Calendar
512 Kb RAM
101 Keyboard

Parallel
DOS 3 3

Serial porta

Serving the San Jose Slate
University Community
Since 1934

(UCPS 509480)
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FULLERTON, Calif. ( AP) - A
54 -year -old grandmother died after
suffering bites to the head from a
thunihriail-si/ed spider as she slept.
otticials said.
Patricia Garcia died Tuesday
atter she was bitten three times on
the forehead while asleep the night
of Sept. 19. said Orange County
Deputy Coroner William King.
"This is a highly unusual occurrence... King said. "The woman
was bitten on the forehead near the
brain. That probably was what
caused the death."
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Spider bite
kills woman
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EGA 286 SYSTEM
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said.
The scholarships are funded by.
the CM., which has been very active
in developing cooperative programs
for students from ethnic -minority
groups. according to Healey.
"One goal of mine is to convince
CSI. to possibly double its scholarship funding." he said. "But, that
won’t happen unless more students
apply. for the scholarships."
The scholarship program was de %eloped by California State Librarian Gary Strong and is currently administrated by Rhonda Rios Kraviti
of the CSL.
"Once students realize what a
superior program we have. more will
want to be involved:. said Healey.

CLUB

D

111

80286 AT

Palo Alto High School and a coun- Sutherland played the trombone and
selor at C’ubberley High School in was a member of the American Federation of Musicians
Pali) Alto.
"Music was a very important
A native of California, Dr. Sutherland received his bachelor’s and part of his life." said his wife, Manmaster’s degrees, along with his anna Sutherland, who lives in Los
doctorate in education. from Stan- Altos. He played in various jazz
bands at !USU.
ford University.
Dr. Sutherland was a veteran of
In addition to his wife. Dr. SuWorld War IL and served as an offi- therland is survived by two daughcer and conimander of submarine ters. Jani Sutherland of Bend. Orechasers in the Atlantic and Pacific gon and Laura Sutherland -Linares of
theaters.
Santa Cm,: his mother; two brothHis main interest outside of the ers; and two grandchildren.
teaching profession was music. Dr
There will be no public services.
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SIGMA NU
FALL 1989 PLEDGE CLASS
Rich Alipaz
James Blue
Steve Cestaric
Chance Curtiss
Randall Coard
Eric Cook
David Emigh
Doug Harold
Ryan Harper
Vince Herrera

Todd Hunter
Dan Mitchel
Ken Mercer
Lawrence Polanco
Jason Prater
Herman Robinson
Michael Stokes
Michael Swertfager
Jim Willet
Terry Wolf

TUESDAY OCT. 10

CHRIS a COSEY
former Membe5 of

/4 *

THROBBING GRISTLE
TICKETS $8 81 $10
SUNDAY, OCT. 22

TUESDAY OCT. 24

GEORGE 24 7 SPYZ
CLINTON
STILETTO
AND

T1CKETS$14 81 $16
DOORS OPEN

8 SHOW
Wits71411,

200 N. 1ST ST.

TICKETS $6 & $8
90 ALL SHOWS 18 &OVER
TOMS Mt 1111111101111
MM. allialW

4082922212
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County rivals: SJSU 40, Stanford 33

Small-time bet
stimulates two
performances
By Robert lawn Mallard
Misty shin writer
Ifs amaiing how a bet ben. yeti
f0111111111.11es can affect a 100’4111
game
SPit tumor litwbaekers Lyned
Mayo and I yetett I outipkins made a
$5 bet oti ho %1t,tlid haNe the best
gi
against Stanford Saturday afteriiiitin at Stantord Stadium.
Both were key play eis in SJSLI’s
11 y blot over tlw Cardinal. and
I outipk ins said the het v. as a draw
I oattipkins intercepted a pass
trom Cardinal quarterback Steve
Smith and returned it 39 yards for
the gaine’s final touchdown.
He also had 13 tackles. a fumble
recinety and broke up a crucial
fourth quarter Cardinal pass.
layo made 10 tackles. caused a
fumble and had four quarterback
1 ampk ins recovered Stanford
limning back Todd Burton’s second
quarter fumble atter Burton v.a. hit
by Mayo On the very niyi play
SJS1’ tailback
fioni
Sheldon Catiley swept lett tor an 8 yard touchdown ....ore to give the
Spartans a 14 111 lead
The Spartan defense set up
S.ISt "s fits( touchdown in the opening quarter when linebacker Dave
Moss intercepted Smiths pass attempt to wide receive’ Ed McCaffrey at the Stanford 45 -yard line on
the game’s first play. trom scrimmage.
Six plays later. Canley ran
yard
around the right end kW all
score to give MSC a 711 lead
opening score.
After Carney
the Spartan detensi. held tough after
two Stanford times that comprised
14 play s and 52 y olds that elapsed
and a halt minutes in the
SI
heat I
ust quarter.
The Cardinal began the series on
their own 38 -yard line and obtained
a I irst down at the SJS1149-yard
after a SJSU offside,. penalty I Ampkins made *woof the three tackles.
Atte, the penalt . 1 ampkins
:oolitic(’ Cardinal [mining back Gary
I o lig tor no gain On second down,
yi.nii sacked Smith tot a 9 -yard

loss.

11.111101
followed by
Bob fileischs 2 -yard sack
of Smith.
Eddie
return
man
Spartan
Thomas tumbled the punt. and the
Cardinal recovered it at the SJSU
yard line.
tillWeVel, the Spartan defense
held tough.
The Cantina! came away emptyhanded atter advancing to the S.ISD
10 -yard line Spartan linebacker
Charles Burnam blocked Cardinal
place kicker John Hopkins 27 -yard
field goal attempt to allow SJSII to
maintain its 7-0 lead with 5:27 remaining in the lira quarter.
The Spartan first quarter defense
was stingy as SJSU held on for a 741
lead.
Although the defense gave up 20
second-quarter points it should he
noted that the defense was on the
field for nearly 21 minutes of the .111
minute half .
SJS11 defensive hacks coach
Herman Edwards emphasued before
the game that the ornectiye of the defense was to stay oft the field as
much possible and give the potentially explosive offense numerous
opportunities to wear down the Cardinal defense.
SJSLI ran only I I plays from
sc llllll nage in the first quaner el/111pared to Stanford’s 22 plays. The
Spartans only gained one first-quarter first down after their opening six play 4I -yard scoring drive.
After Burnham’s blocked kick.
the Spartan offense kept the hall for
a mere 1:18 before having to punt.
Stanford scored four minutes later
with a John Hopkins 3b -yard field
goal
On the first play from scrimmage
after the score. Spartan fullback
Johnny Johnson ran to the right side
tor a 2I -yard run. Following SJSLI
quarterback Matt Veatch’s incomplete pass. Stanford safety Tony
Trousset intercepted his next pass.
After only a 21 -second rest. the
defense had to go hack onto the
field.
Stanhirds next five-minute drive
ended in a Smith 22 -yard touchdown
111)seg thud

Velma Nurse Daily staft photographer
SJSIT’s Everett Lampkins. lett. and 1
pass to flanker Jon Pinkney going
Stanford a 10-7 lead.
SAD placekicker 11111 Kirk botched a 27 -yard field goal attempt on
the next drive.
On the next series. SJSU rine’
hack Kelly Liebengood and defensive tackle George Muruka
sacked Smith for a 9 -yard loss.
Then. Lampk ins recovered Buntins
fumble at the Stanford eight -yard
line. One play later. SJSt ’ boasted a
14-10 on Carney ’s touchdinv n run.
On Stanfords next time, they
scored on a McCaffrey 17 -yard
touchdown to retake the lead at 1714. During the driye. he had already
shreded the Spartan secondary ith
catches ot 31 and 14 yards. Mr:Cat-tie y would finish the day with 10

Mayo, right, It rap up stanturd running back Gary Taylor in

catche. lot 16., yards.
SJSI.. scored within two minutes
on Veatch’s 13 -yard pass to wide receiver Kevin Evans to retake the lead
at 21 17. After a John Hopkins 54y aid field goal SJSII still held a 2120 halftime. lead.
During the second half. there
was 0111 \ all 18 -second difference in
possessions
between
the
two
schools. The Spartan defense only
gave up 13 points as a result.
The Spartan defense held tough
in the final minutes of the game to
preserve the win. From the Stanford
42 -yard line. Cardinal quarterback
Steve Smith threw four incomplete
passes to assure an SJSU 40-33 vie
tory.
Redshirt freshman Liebengood

and Imo’ cornerback Paul Franklin
broke up two of the passes on first and third -downs respectably.
Mayo pressured Smith on a second down. He came out of the game
holding his right arni and did not retum for the final two plays. Smith’s
pass on fourth down fell incomplete
up the middle.
Liebengood made his first major
college man at roverhack on Saturday. He made 10 tackles throughout
the course of the afternoon. He was
also in on a first-quarter sack with
Murakoa
On the last play. of the first quarter. Liehengood prevented Cardinal

AN

Daniels leading in San Jose classic
Daniel said het game %Ik a% helped
Beth Dainel shot a 7 wale’ par
by soggy., conditions on the 6.370.
fi5 to take .1 one stroke lead yet Pat
Bradley in the first round of the yard course. which receised a quarS150.000 San Jose Classic 1 PLiA tet inch of rain Thursday night "I
like the hall to run anywhere.’
!inn ’lament on Friday .
litadley . 66 put her one stroke Damel said.
In past years. players in the San
ahead of Nancy Lope/ and Muffin
Spencer-1)es lin. who both shot :Swale! par b7 Thtee sttokes oft the
lead at 4 -tinder par b/4 \kelt: Patti
Ki//o. Cindy Mackey and Kathy
Postlewait
The teld of 136 will tw reduced
to the top 70 scores following Saturround. with the 54 hole tourday
nament scheduled to conclude Sunday
her third tourDaniel. who
nament ot the !. Cal IV4l1 weeks ago at
the Sateco Chisic III Seattle. tired
eight birdies and one bogey en route
- Beth Daniels.
. the I PG A’s allto the lead
golfer
time earnings leader. carded seven
birdies and a bogey
p10111)... III
DaIllel atilt
1,,,c Class!, ’Lase had to deal s%itli
%aged J tast tairckas and hard greens. The
Sank., OM:CW/111C
birdie battle reminiscent ot the 1981 tams made this year’s greens hold
lllll ens Diwii at 1 .1( ;range
1’ S
Country Club. in which Bradley
sank a 5 -toot birdie putt on the final
hole to defeat Daniel by one stroke
"I definitely felt like it Ni.P. kind
of
match play situation. which I
don’t really like to get Into.- said
third -leading
Daniel. the 1.1k
money v. timer this year with total
earnings ot S456.101 "But. I think
v.e kind ot spurred each other on
Large Copy Jobs
Vt,eve done that quite a htt throughout OW t. dreer

bettet. but it also meant deep toot
prints, especially tot those golfers
playing early in tlw day
Bradley . v.hti is fourth in earning% this yeat ith a total ot $378.-

u could mean a lot to someone
t

.
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udents on campus is collecting money au
help those left homeless and hungry by
Hugo

To you it s not much to some it s all they have
Associated Students

Computens To Go
CALL 408f746-2945

539 S. Murphy

Sunnyvale

San Jose State University

The Spartans
to

295-5511

Complete eye exam required
with purchase of contact lenses

DR. LYNN L. PARRISH
GENERAL OPTOMETRY & CONTACT LENSES
20 N First St Suite B
Member
San Jose. CA 95113
286-9096
(N lst & Santa Clara Streets)
Close to campus
Qpiermi.
Asux latxs1
VALIDATED PARKING

will be looking

gun down

the fourth ranked

Long Beach State 49ers, Friday,
October

6, and

prime ticket

television will be on hand to

shoot the UC
the

Irvine game,

tickets

action.

SJSU student

are JUST $2.00 . Volleybucks

get you into

the UC Irvine game

FREE. Game times are always
7:30

;1(ls Third Si

I E. San Carlos St

p.m., in the

For more

Spartan Gym.

information, dial the

Spartan Ticket Office at 924-FANS.
Services may vary by location

$195

SPARTAN VOLLEYBALL
IS TAKING AIM

miss

Open Earl, Open Late

295-4336

’Soft

Saturday, October 7. Don’t

the copy center

FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES

10% student discount

Laser .1}pesetting
CollatinWBinding
Full Service Copies
Color Copies

kinkoss.

If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...

)<TENDED WEAR
$70

Gas Permeable...$85 Gas Permeable $175
For Dura-soft color change contacts
add $50 to soft lens price.
Prices valid with Student I.D. card.

pout, drop whatever donation you can afford in any
of the relief buckets in the Associated Students Business
Office, Associated Students Government Office, or the
cafeteria in the Student Union, al the Spartan Bakery, at
the University Room, or at Associated Students Leisure
Services in the Student Activities Sennces Office.

Depend on Kinkes.

MAC & PC
RENTALS

SPECIAL ON
CONTACT LENSES
DAILY WEAR

Overflow Work?

Quality Presentations
Overheads
Color Transparencies

EYE CATCHING

902. said she found herself keeptiw
an eye on Damers game "You al
most had to keep pace. or she IA as
going to take of I .- Bradley said
A s sot tared Pr, ,,

Soft

definitely felt
like it was kind of
a match play
situation, which I
don’t really like to
get into.’

the Spartans’ 40-33 victory

running back Tommy Vardell from
getting a first down on a third -and
fiye situation. Stanford had to settle
lot a John Hopkins’ field goal.
I aehengood made three of his
tackles during the final scoreless
Stanfiird drive.
Cornerback Eddie Thomas had
nine tackles and two pass breakups.
After his first quarter fumble of a
punt he redeemed himself by breaking tip a third down and nine pass intended for McCaffrey in the right
corner of the end /one On the next
play. Hopkins tick’ goal attempt tars
bliwked

Pick-Up & Delivery

Look for our Surfer Prizes Contest

VOLLEYBALL HOME SCHEDULE
Oct. 6 vs CSU Long Beach
Oct. 7 vs UC Irvine
Oct. 10 vs CAL
Oct. 14 vs Fresno State

vitae

Montla . October 2, It/Kg/Spartan Daily
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County rivals: SJSU 40, Stanford 33

Spartans win battle of South Bay
continued from pot:e I
Lyneil Mayo. who took Smith to the
ground four times and caused one
fumble.
"The
whole
as
defensi:
pumped up," Mayo said. "We sav,
the poem in the Spartan Daily . and
we posted it up in the locker ro,,in 11
was a real emotional game tor us
The p0VM, WINCI1 ildgMed
Stanford ’s impending dominance
over SJSU. was mailed to the Spar
tan Daily and signed by Stanford’s
freshman class of 1989. The author.
though, could not he verified and the
letter had a San Jose postmark.
But the Spartans wasted no time
refuting the content of the verses.
On the first play from scrimmage. Smith threw nght into the
hands ot Spartan linebacker Dave
Moss. Six plays later. tailback Sheldon Canley ran around the right side
for an 8 -yard touchdi
That was all the scoring in the
quarter as the Stanford offense dominated possession of the ball. and the
Spartan di:tense refused to yield a
scoring strike until the beginning. of
the second quarter.
Then. Stanford placekicker John
Hopkins booted the tirst of his four
field goals froni 36 yards out.
On SJSU’s next ser res. Spartan
quarterback Mutt Veatch. vs lio s
pleted 13 passes in T’ts attempts tor
201 yards and two touchdowns.
launched a brick that was intercepted

around the left side into the end
/one. Canley finished the day with
65 yards on 22 carries.
The game continued to seesav..
6 - 40
back and forth.
3 - 33
Stanford scored again on its next
possession when Smith hit wide reSUntord
ceiver Ed McCaffrey in the front of
23
30 the end /one for a I7 -yard touch384 down play. giving Stanford a 17-14

Spartan Stats
7
0

SJSU
Stanford

14
20

13
10

1 EAM S A UST IC S
SJSU
i
156
260
416
21
90
24 10

Firs! Downs
Rushing Yards
Passing Yards
Total Net raids
umbleS LOS?
Penalty Yards
Possessron Time

414
21
60
35 50

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING -- SJSU. Canley 22-65. Johnson 7-40. togisala 1.17 Stanford Scott 6-116. Grant 4-60
TACKLES (unassisted assisted. 5 cr morel Jeffery 1-29. Veatch 5.22 Stanford. Burton 11.46. Var.
SJSU. Lampkins 13. Mayo 10 Liebengood 10. ThOmas
dell 3.24. Taylor 9-23, Smith 10-minus 62
PASSING - SJSU. veatch261312oi HOGiier I. 9. Moss 7. Resnick 7, Burnham 6 FrEddre Smith 5.
Franklin 5 Stanford Garnett it) Tunney 10 Trousset
1.0 59 Stanlord. Smith 5228-2 384
RECEIVING - SJSU. F vans 6-179. Johnson 141. 9 Scott 7. Lang 6 xicearneeau 6. Giant 6
tetengood
SU Mayo 4. Bleisch 2, Ream
Canley 3-28. Hooker 2-12 Stanlord. McCaffrey 18165.
Prce 547. Pinckney 3-49. Burton 3-20. Booker 3.11.
2 Muraoka I 2 Stanford Trousset I
Lampkwe
1
SJSU.
RECOVERED
FUMBLES
Batson 1-49. Taylor 18. Walsh 1.3. VarOell 1-2
PUNTING - SJSU Hughes 6-48 0 Stanford, Stantord. Garnett
INTERCEPTIONS - SaSu. tampiens Stanford.
Stonehouse 4-31 3
RETURNS - SJSU. Canley 4.102 Thomas 5.44. tiousSet

at Stanford’s 13 -yard line.
The (’ardinal offense marched
downlield. Smith completed his first
touchdown pass of 22 yards to Jon
Pinckney us er Spartan cornerback
Freddie Smith Smith had tipped the
ball. hut Pinckney managed to hang
on tor the touchdown
Atter .1 missed ireld goal attempt
by SJSt
Jim Kirk. Stanford took
control of the ball but moved in the
wrong direction.
Smith fumbled the snap on the

Lining it up

f
play the Icaiti was penali/ed on
the WS! pia). and then Kelly Lieherigood and George Muraoka combined to deck Smith for a 9 yard
loss.
On the next play. Stanfind running back Todd Burton was
slammed by Mayo. and the hall
squirted loose and was recovered by
SJSU’s Everett Lampkins, who led
Spartan tacklers on the day with 13.
The tumble set up Canley’s second 8-soril touchdown as he swept

lead.

Hut the Spartans, who have
never lost to Stanford this decade
after leading at halftime, struck
agalTnbis time it was Veatch hitting
Evans for a 13 -yard touchdown, giving SJSU a 21-17 lead. Evans, who
returned to the lineup after seeing
limited action the first two games because of injuries. caught six passes
for 179 yards and two touchdowns.
The Spartans went into halftime
with a 21-20
though. because
Stanford inched closer with Hopkins’ second field goal (54 yards) as
time expired.
SJSU’s lead didn’t last long in
the second half.
Stanford went hack out in front
on Smith’s second touchdown pass
Joe Watson - Daily staff photographer
to McCaffrey 11$ yards).
out
her
putt in Friday.% round of the
Dina Ammaccapane checks
On the Spartans’ next series.
San Jose Classic held at Almaden I :off and Country Club os er the
Veatch gave his impression of San
weekend. Ammaccapane, l’at Ilurst and Robin Ikrning all particiFrancisco 49er quarterback Steve
pated as amateurs in the event, hut missed the final cut on SaturYoung, who is known for his scraniday. Hurst missed the cut by one shot. Alumna% Patty Sheehan and
bling abilities.
hill Inkster remained ill the hunt going into Sunday’s round. More
On a third-and -10 play, Veatch
details will appear in the Spartan Daily on Tuesday.
dropped back to pass but couldn’t
find anyone open. He started running forward. He dipped. he
dodged. and he wiggled his way 10’39 yards until he lunged into the end
mile for a touchdown.
"I didn’t know what I was
doing." Veatch said. "I was rust
) ads and
running as fast as I could. You don’t
IN:merle! and passed lot another I
Jeff
Runningback
know how. fast you can run until you scored two second -half touchdowns two tom: hdOW11%.
For the second consecutive
get those big guys chasing after leading Sonoma State past Hayward
you. ’
State 38-10 in a NCAC game at Pi- week. Humboldt defense shutdown
its opponents in the second halt of
Fullback Johnny Johnson. who oneer Stadium on Saturday’.
finished the day with 40 yards rush1kt wetter scored from three the game_
Humboldt improved to 2-2 while
ing and 41 yards receiving, was yards out with 1:21 remaining in the
ania/ed by Veatch’s run.
third quarter to give the Cossacks a St. Mary ’s dropped to 3-2.
In Washington state. fifth -ranked
"He came back my way. and I 17-3 ads antage. Sonoma then scored
was rust being a spectator." Johnson three touchdowns in the foruth quar- (.’olorado honored the memory of a
fallen teammate on Saturday. then
said. I was expecting a hook slide. ter.
But Matt just made a great run.’
Sonoma State is now 3-1. 1-0 in defeated No. 21 Washington 45-2X.
Before the game. the Buffaloes
SJSV’s 28-27 lead didn’t hold the conference. Hay ward dropped to
players knelt in honor of quarterback
up.
0-3, and 0-1 in conference play .
ho died of stomach
Hopkins. who could have kicked
Sonoma State inagained Hay - Sal Aunese,
the hall to downtown San Jose. made ward 426 to 172 on total yards Hay - cancer last Saturday
then 1A ent on to
Colorado 1-t
another field goal (35 yards) to give ward quarterback Tony Randall
roll trp 4111 !,ards on the ground and
Stanford back the lead. 30-28.
rushed for 89 yeards on 16 carries
In Arcata. Rodney Dorsett tallied 485 total yards against Washington
Then came Evans’ 22 -yard
touchdown catch that sealed the 246 yards total offense to lead Hum- (2-2i. with quarterback Dariati
Spartans’ v ictory .
boldt State to a 30-3 victory over St. Hagan directing a wishbone offense
and rushing for a totichdoun of his
However. the catch was a hit Mary’s, Cal. on Saturday.
controversial - and it’s possible
Dorsett. who left the game in the own. Fxii: Hiernemy ran for touch
that the referee’s are still trying to third quarter with leg cramps. rushed doss ris of I and 35 yard.
- Ass,. tared Pt,
for 11 8 yards and one touchdown
figure it out what happened.
Officials called pass interference
on the play after Evans caught the
ball. Evans said there was no pass
interference. and that Stanford cornerback Kevin Scott had caught the
Celebrating our 14th year
hall. But "w hen I hit the ground, I
had it." Es ans said.
Lampkins added icing to the
My appreciation to you is a
cake when he picked off Smith late
complimentary glass of wine
in the fourth quarter, and ran 39
per person with lunch.
This
yards for a touchdown to put SIM
ad is your passport.
up 40-30.

Sonoma State passes
Hawyard in 38-10 win

oher

and

etile
his
less
had
fps.
if a
!irk, inight
text
rvas

Victorian

I orosa Hurteau - Daily staff photographer
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COUPON

FREE SODA
with Purchase of Lunch Special.
Free Soda w/Jumbo Hot Dog Purchase
Daily Soup & Lunch Specials
Delicious Concarne Chili
Hrs. M-Th 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
221 E SAN FERNAND()

AcrOSS Street froM
Hugh Gillis Hall

SANDWICHED IN

( Juicy in the Spartans’ victory
111INNIMlM

FREESCHOLAWFwOHRMODN FOR

Garden

476 S. First St , at Williams
Reservations advised
(408) 2864 770
ei"
Free Parking

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Eligible for Some lype of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships. grants. end loans. representing over 810 billion in privets sector
funding
Many scholarships are given lo students based on their academic interests,
career plant. family heritage and place of neskeence
There’s money available for students who here beim flWapaplif corrlows,
etc.
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, nonsmokers
Results GUARANTEED.
FOf

CALL
ANYTIME

A Free Brochure

1111

(800) 34643401

One Coupon Per Customer Offer Expires Nov f

City of Sunnyvale

PAY LITTLE AND GET

MORE
FROM ELTECH COMPUTERS!
MODEL 9671 16M1-12 386
MONO SYSTEM WiT1-1 1MB

Parks & Recreation Department

data
systems
Educational discounts for
faculty & students
Save up to 40-45% off retail prices

’ 2’"D1525 00
MODEL 8361 12MH2 286
MONO SYSTEM WM-I 1 KB
RAM 20MB HD

NOW HIRING

1175 00

*Recreation Leaders
*Day Care Specialists

FOR MORE INFORMATION.CONTACT:

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Word Star software crt $495 vcilue
FREE QA Plus Diagnostics software
FCC clogs B approved
Personal financing program crvcnlable
Melt lyelvia Ire A SAT Approwd Computal Supplier
Cali ka SJSU Educcrsonol Daciounied Pricst ta alp, syslona

Regina Murphy at (408) 730 7515
281-3161

Restaurant

SYMMS MC

m/F/v/I1

EOE

408-945-6383
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Washington’s mean season

Kinder, gentler winter not likely
WASHINGTON ( Al’i
With
:tutu lllll budget deadlines bearing
down.
IS:111411p ma% he going
out of season President Rush and
congressional Demovi at. still talk
about it. but they also complain
about the frustrations each side feels
with the tithe’
It may. he a cold winter
The national drug strategy Bush
proposed with a call for bipartisan
support and speedy v ongiessional
action has become the t ciiterpiece
a new tumid of tlw budget tight
The Democrat, sit) it is under
si/ed and undertmanced, mins they
call typical ot doniesfic proposals
from the Bush White House Then
complaint all along has been that
Flush makes broad. politically attrat.
tive proposals without sas mg how to
pa!, tor them, leaving the tab for ne
got tat ion with Congress
For his pan. the piesident
Congress should else his plan a
chance heltire deiliatitling more
[[[[[
"I don’t want to he hypercritical. but I must say. there’s a cer
tam frustration level when you come
out with a sound piograin and two
answers come out. spend more and
lame taxes
"And that I don’t think we have
to do to he sound in the env ironment
or sound in education or sound in
narctitics
Bush told a news conference in Helena, Moni
So far. the Bush curse is playing
well with the voters
his itib approval Ruing in the public opinion polls
is running over 70 percent.
While he has proposed additional
spending on education, defense, the
environment. even a manned mission to Mats. Rush never has wasered I
his campaign pledge that
there will he no new taxes He says
his critics
meaning ilw Democrats
are the ones who want it) raise
taxes.
That’s a corner [knitter:die leaders were determined to avoid, but at
times they have played into GOP
hands on the tax question. Sen. Joseph R !Wen of Delaware. chairman of the Judiciary Committee.
said twfore Bush presented his drug
plan that it would take a massive
commitment of Wilds to combat

Bipartisanship gives way to politics
drugs
"If that means raising taxes to
pay for drug -fighting measures, so
be it," Bitten said then Chosen to
deliver the Democrats’ televised re
sponse to the Bush drug speech.

talking about more money," Bush
said "And then you hear this hue
and cry about raising people’s taxes
We don’t have to do that
But Congress has to do something. and quickly Oct I is the

Big Issues
caiLs Atierge4L.
Bitten said combating drugs would
take more resources than the president proposed to spend Hes revised
the message now. "The lkinocratic
position is not, I emphasve not. new
taxes, lie said.
Bush was still responding to the
earlier emphasis. say ing that Congress ought to get on with what he
proposed and demand more if there
tuni out to he holes in the program.
"But to lump out immediately
not had 1 gotten
and start yelling
off that teley ision set than a voice
comes from the Democratic side

deadline for enactment of the 13 appropriations bills that finance the
government. The House has passed
them, but the Senate isn’t halfway
through. It has been slowed by the
dispute over Democratic efforts to
increase spending ori the drug war by
$2.2 billion, far more than the administration wants to add.
As a result. there almost certainly will have to tie a continuing
resolution. the device by which Congress keeps federal agencies from
running out ot money until their appropriations are approved. That

Democrats begin plans for
more aggressive campaign
WASHINGTON (AP)
1)0110(J:111C Party officials. voicing a de
termination to "start taking on
Geo, ge Bush... are airing campaign
style themes and encouraging their
congressional minority to step up the
challenge to the Republican presi
dent
In addition to the rhetoric. a
major order of business today lor the
nearly 41X1 nwmbers of the 1)eniotttttt mice was to
crane National
roll hack part of a party rules com
promise reached at Atlanta In I9X8
The 1)NC inembeis also were set to
vote themselves a v oice when any
such deals are cut in Ilw ’Unite
chairman Ronald H
Party
lirovai told state party It:aders
Wednesday that every v. twie he tray
els Democrats ask him. "When are
you going to take oft the gloves,
when are you going to start taking on
(ieorgt:
"We ought to he willing to stand
up as Democrats and articulate those
i
differences." said
.
the Anwrican people c
As part of its attempt to become
ttttt e aggressive. the 1)NC began
airing a 30 second advettisement on

Cable News Network that attacked it will be restored for the 1992 conFitish’s proposal to cut taxes on capi- vention.
"It can be done any time." said
tal gains
The ad featured House Majority James Rusolo. the Ohio Ikmocratic
lc:atter Richard f iepliardt, 1)- Mo.. Party chairman.
saying. "Georgt: Bush wants to raid
"1 think you’ll find support (hit
the Treasury by reducing capital restoring the thresholdt from a lot of
gams taxes for the super -rich And quarters." said R olo
In another Itiok ahead to 1992.
he wants you to pay tor it
The House is debating the tax the Democrats were getting an early
start on choosing the site for then
plan and some Demot tat, are sup
next nominating convention. The list
porting the president
The DM.’ members were poised already has been narrowed 10 eight
Nev. York. Houston. De
testore their status as automatic cities
unpledged delt:gates to national con- troll. Cleveland -1.1100k Park. Seattle,
ventions. a role they lost in the corn- New Orleans, Miami Beach and At
ruomise reached between \Itch:lel lanta.
The Democrats met in Atlanta in
Dukakis and Jesse Jackson at the At19XX. while the Republican enliven
lanta cons cumin in 198X.
Brown was the principal negotia- non was in New Orleans
tor tor Jackson at that convention.
Several major cities. including
Remaining intact Sk :Pt the deci- 1 (is Angeles. San Fiancisco. Dallas
sion to drop ttw requirenwnt that and Chicago. told the 1)emocrats
candidates in presidential primaries they wouldn’t bid for the 1992 con
and caucuses must receive at least 15 venni’’’. Most cited the requirement
percent of the vote to be awarded that the party have unlimited access
delegates
to the convention hall for three
The so-called 15 percent thresh- months pi nit lir the L.010(.11110,1 flic
old was dropped at the insistence of city (il Dallas told the Democrats
Jackson. Ilia party officials at the that requirement would force the city
1)NC meeting were freely predicting to Ctillt:tt 11111C Malin’ trade shilVis

Battles likely over drug war
GOP fears more funding will hurt the defense budget in future
Pres’
1/4 ASHIN(iTON
dent Rush’s war on drugs is caught
in a partisan battle in the Senate,
v.ith Democrats trying to add pre
y ennui) and treatment money and
Republicans arguing the rev ision
would weaken the defense budget
"It we’re not willing to spend
$150 million more. this is no
war." Sen Daniel K Inouye. ()Hawaii. said after a week of
losed door Mons to reach a compromise failed
The talks broke off Friday and
no new Illegollati011s %CSC scheduled
Republicans were proposing to
add $850 million to the $7 9 billion
program Bush announced two
Ara. ago and Democrats were
holding out for an addltional $1 billion. v.ith no further talks scheduled
The parties also were at odds

raises another set of problems he
.:ause contilltiing resolutions are
must pass. deadline measures that
often become vehicles tor tandem
tious amendment% a president would
veto in other cusimistances
Theres another set of deadlines
up on Oct If) Congress
ct ttttt
illation hill
must pass a budget
by then, matching expenditures and
revenues and seeking to teach goals
set last spring. That also is the day
the Office of Management and Bud
get has to determine whether tlw
govenunent is going to stay within
the $110 billion deficit limit sel Its
law. If the def icit estimate exceeds
that limit, the law requires automatic
cuts in federal srwnding.
And by the end of ()chiller. (.’on
gress will have to approve a new
debt ceiling. probably over $3 trillion, so that the government can
keep borrowing the money it must
have to operate.
The calendar and the numbers
would add up to a tough season even
without political differences. and the
prospect prompted Bush to remark in
Helena on Montana’s centennial
cattle
"Maylv I can get a few of those
to
drovcis to COIlle back with
Washington," he said. There’s a
herd hack on Capitol Hill that I’d
like to move in my direction.’

tis 4:1 kits.. to
CUIN ill programs tor money to go to tlw antidrug effort
The breakdown threatened to
create a logjam of money bills in
the Senate lust before the (k:t I
start ot the fiscal year when the
funds ordinarily would ht. needed.
Lawmakers said they might pass a
stopgap nwastire to keep federal
workers on the lob and benefit
checks flowing
The chief Remit-flit an negotiator.
Sen Mark 0 Hatfield. R -Ore..
%aid the two sides were actual’
laid!, close and sant he hoped the
parties would take "a clear-eyed.
Monday morning view" and resume bargaining.
"We have to wage this war and
the sooner we get at it the better irs
going to be. Hatfield said.
Sen Robert C Byrd. 1)-W.Va.,
the chief Democratic negotiator.

said the W hut: House had been ’ ’a
shadow participant.’ in the negotiations and that its reluctance til 01111
promise was the key problem.
"There 1.11111CS a time v.hen you
have to fish or cut bait." said
Hyrd. the chairman of the Senate
Appropriations C’ommittee.
Republican lawmakers said they
wen.. freqtwntly on the phone to
White House chief of staff John
Sununu on Thursday when a marathon bargaining session ended at
midnight
Republicans were offering to
add 1.1450 million to the program.
including $750 mtllion for the so.
called demand side programs of
treatment and prevention and the
rest for local law enforcement.
They would get additional
money through a 0.4 percent
across -the -hoard cut in spending.
Hatfield said

//eel’ /N a h.St ill the /MOW /AA’S/ff.% //nil are //AO\ (I, these ,tighting between 1)etn,,, ’tits ant/ Republicans this sew

New taxes
Drug plans
Budget cuts
Environment
Education funding
Crime bills

Bush, Congress
tensions heighten
It
W’ASHINGTON (AP)
had the makings of a c011ectOrs
itent. a campaign -style button
showing President Bush alongside the nation’s top-ranking
Democrat. House Speaker Tom
Foley. bearing the inscription:
’’’fogether.’’
Ironically. it came at a 11111C
when Hush and the Democratic controlled Congress are at Odd%
till a variety of issues. including
the environment, Flush’s drug
plop am. crime. taxes and educat it in spending.
Actually. the button hearing
side -by -side faces of Flush and
I ’Icy had nothing to do with politics. even though it made Bush
and Foley look like running
mates.
was a souvenir issued at
a celebration on Tuesday in Spokane. Wash., Foley’s hometown,
to ConlineinOrate Washington
state’s 100th anniversary.
The button. given out to the
several thousand who lined the
hanks of the Spokane River at the
city’s R iverfront Park on Tuesday
to view the ceremony, proclaimed: "Together: Saluting
Washington’s Centennial."
Bush has been mixing tree planting with politics on his trip
out west to visit states celebrating
tlwir 100th anniversary.
Although Bush and Foley
Foley saytiaded compliments
ing Bush’s visit was "a proud
moment tor the state of Washington’. and Bush saluting the 1)emo,.1 at ic leader as "a man of integi
. decency. fair play" - there
was underlying tension in the gettogether.
Bush pushed for speedier congicssional aciion on his proposed
ision of the 1974 Clean Air
Act The environmental legislation is lust Otte of many Flush
initiativ es now in congressional
1 milx).
St) far. Bush has sent to Congress the bulk of his 1988 cam-

paign agenda: proposals on child
care, the environment, crinw,
drugs. ethics. adoption, aid to Poland and Hungary
And yet, with only a week left
before the start of Ilw 14.88) fiscal
year. only a few ot Bush’s initiatives have been addressed by
Congress.
Bush. a% he has done on a budbai get blueprint and on the

think there’ll
be plenty of
disagreements’
Tom Foley,
House Speaker
ling out the savings and loan inhis
signaled
has
dustry,
willingness to compromise with
the Democratic leadership I 11
Congress.
"I’ve been one who is chastised for too much compromise
from time to time." Bush told a
news conference in Helena,
Mont., earlier this week.
Even on his drug strategy,
Bush administration officials
have made it clear that they’re
willing to deal on details of funding the war on drugs.
Thus, the Bush -Foley "Together " buttons may point to a
period ahead of accommodation
with Congress.
Still, Foley, who rode back to
Washington with Bush on Air
Force One, was less than enthusiastic about the prospects for cooperation.
"I think there’ll be plenty of
disagreements."
Foley
said.
"This is a divided government.
with Democratic leadership of the
Congress and a Republican president. And I think we’re going to
cooperate on a great number of
things. and we’re also going to
have our disagreements."

How’re you going to do it?
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S/2 it!

IBM 11/2

Great back-to-school prices on PS/2’s.
Just in time. You can pick up an IBM Personal System/2fi with easy-to -use software
loaded and ready to go. And Iwst of all, yuu get it at a special low back-to -school price.
1till that’s not all. When %on Iniv the PS/2,fi you can get a great low price on
Plit II III ;1." the exciting Ile% shopping. information and entertainment computer
..er% icy. Start !Ilk .errie.ter op and miming with a PS/2 at a low, low price?

serimigiosu?

1116717.!-1.‘,:n=lat-97t.
IPS/2 Model 30 286 I Nth
oil. 80200 (10 M117.)
3.5" diskette drive (1.14Mb),
20Mb fixed disk drive. 113M
Mouse, 851:i Color Display.
IX)S 4.0. Microsoft ’
Windows/286, Word 5.11.*
hIX
indows Express:hIX Wintiosss Managrr anti
ill X aimio...coior-

$2,299

ilav.W.N.,v,8-alialia. a Go
PS/2 %mid 50 1-1Mb memory.. 811286 (10 MHz) processor,
’sic :5.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb),
:31/Mli fixed disk drive. Micro
I :harmer architecture. IBM
Moose. 8513 Color 11isplay,
IX /ti 1.0. Microsoft
indows/286, Word 5.0,* Excel!
III
indows Express.
111W indows Manager and
III : indow.: :tilor

PS/2 Model 55 SX 2Mb memiwy, 80.386SX (16 MHz) processor, one 3.5" disluite drive
(1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive.
Micro Channel architecture, IBM
Moose, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
Windows/386, Word 5.0,* Excel,"
hIX Windows Express,
hIX Windows Manager and
h1X Windows Color

$2,799
$3,499
Now, special low prices on three models of IBM Proprinters,’’ too.
Please call IBM at (408) 452-4190 for ordering and/or
product information or to schedule a personal demonstration.
Financing options are available.

==.=.

likorosoft Word andE seal We the academic Editions This Ow is limited to qualified students. faculty and stall sett order an OSA PS/2 Model 8530,E21.
8550 031 or 8555 081 on or before Octobe, 31 1989 Prices quoted do not include sales las. handing and/or process,nia ohmic* Check with sour
ostitutiOn regarding Plisse charges Orders are subpect to avatlabiley BM may withdraw the promotion al any terns without wntlen notice
em Pedreel Sylerea rel PS/2 red were/et trade reel, s and Progw.rde, end Nede Channel re tredernads or Inlrernehonee korner. Machree Capollion PROOGY
negrelerer) Iredereark ol Prodgy Sermet Comore, per tor sere ol Wade Sews redder re nrgerlereOlredernere of Allororre CeepavIron 1113C Wind.* berme. 00C
Window, Wager end IOC W.(10W1 Color re !redrew, y of ’Dr. Cornpuler eorporelroe 80385SX in !redrew& or Intel Cameron 8)1808
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Visas
continued from page I
students" from China on behalf of
SJSU and the California State Universities.
When A.S. members passed the
first resolution. they said they feared
the Chinese government would restrict students from attending Western universities after the crackdown.
Such suspicions were proven
correct, Jim Walters, A.S. vice president. said Wednesday.
The Chinese government has severely cut back on the number of
granted exit visas froni a total of 26,0(10 for Chinese student nationals attending U.S. universities in 19148.
Walters said. citing an article from
the Sept. 18 issue of Newsweek.
Tim Morley, director of sponsored programs. supported the addition because if Chinese student nationals are barred froni the United
States, then a whole group is
"closed off" to democracy. he said.
Chinese students need to experience
democracy in this country. he said.
The vote to amend the original
resolution won by an 8-0 vote, with
one abstention.
Hut despite widespread support
for the addendum. there was some
dissension among board members
Wednesday.

Fullerton
continued from page I
land for parking."
The university was going to construct one building for both child
care and family housing, but Fullerton said the two are funded in different ways.
"The way the bond funding
works would not allow us to use the
same structure," she said.
The university would have to sell
separate bonds for the child care facility and the family housing.
SJSU officials have also been
concerned about alleviating the
problems caused by SJSU’s growth
over the last few years, Fullerton
said.
Preliminary plans already are
being laid to purchase of the church
across from the 10th Street parking
garage., to get more funds to construct a new humanities building;
and possibly to add state -supported
summer classes. The summer classes
would be held apart from summer
courses currently offered by Continuing Education. Fullerton said.
A bill that would give SJSU permission to buy the church has already passed through the State Senate and Assembly and must now be
signed by Gov. Deukmejian. Ful-
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"I worry that it takes teeth out"
of the original resolution. said Scott
Lane, director of academic affairs.
Personnel Director Jeff Realini.
the only director to abstain from the
vote, said in an interview Thursday
that the addendum is contradictory to
the motives of the original resolution. The addition was made to appease opposition to the first resolution. he said. but the decision to add
the addendum made thr board appear t() " wishy-washy .
Before the board voted on the addendum, Realini questioned whether
the board would have taken any action had a similar situation occuffed
in the Soviet Union.
However, Realini does not see
the resolution as the racial issue that
others have made it out to be. he
said.
Controversy about the first resolution arose because of a clause
asking SJSU administrator% to restrict Chinese nationals from technological majors. such as computer science and engineering.
Several SJSU student% have expressed their disagreement with barring Chinese nationals from’ programs, said Jennie Reyes, director of
intercultural affairs.
Opponents of the restricting
clause said it was discriminatory.
Walters defended the original
resolution saying that when it was

drawn up, the restrictions were " IM posed not because of nice but ideology . "
Some university professors told
Lane they agreed with restricting
Chinese nationals from entering
technological programs at SISU.
Lane said.
Paul Exc. A.S. Print Shop manager and a former SJSU student, had
input into the original resolution,
and he questioned the professors’
motives at Wednesday’s board meeting.
Lee asked if the professors supported the restriction of students
froni sonic majors because it would
affect enrollment in their departments.
"If it is, then it’s discrimination." Ixe said.
If the professors support the resolution because of ideology, then
that is fine, said Lee.
Lee isn’t sure if the addendum
will pressure the Chinese government to allow students to leave their
homeland. he said. Rut he did agree
that the "more students get educated
the more they can bring back" to
China.
In a few years, after being educated in a democratic nation. the
Chinese student nationals’ perspective may change. Lee said.
The additions "cater to the students." Reyes said.

lerton said.
"We are anxiously awaiting
word froni Sacramento." she said.
If the governor signs the bill, the
State Office of Real F:state and Design will make an offer on behalf of
SJSU to purchase the church. Preliminary plans have the University
Police Departnient moving int() the
church. and classrooms being set up
in the UPD building.
SJSU is also trying t() get funds
from the CSU system to establish
summer sessions.
"It would allow niore opportunity for the students to complete
their degrees in four or five years,
rather than in some cases now it’s
five. six or seven years before they
can get all their classes," Fullerton
said.
The CSU has never looked int()
setting up these summer sessions before, but Fullerton said the increasing enrollment at SJSU and at other
campuses is causing great pressure
on students to get required classes.
SJSU is also trying to accommodate more students by opening up satellite center% in Salinas and Monterey counties and setting up four
instructional television channels that
would be broadcast at four or five
emninunity colleges in the San Jose
area.

The broadcasts would originate
in a studio set up on campus and
would allow students to view classes
and ask questions of instructors by
using a microphone.
"We have lots of ways to accommodate growth.’ Fullerton said.
"Hut the first thing. we want to do is
plan what we want to do...
During the conference. Fullerton
said she was also concerned with the
deteriorating condition of some of
the buildings on campus.
"There are just too many things
wearing out," she said. "We have
equipment that is so old that they no
longer make any
replacement
parts.’’
most
One of SJSU’s
problematic
areas has been the clock system. Fullerton said.
The Facilities Development and
Operations department has secured
$27.(XX1 from the state to replace the
entire master clock system, as well
as any clocks around campus that are
no longer working. The clocks
should all be running on time by next
week.
Renovations are also set for
Dwight Rental Hall and the old science buildings if enough funding
comes in, Fullerton said. The buildings would then be used as classrooms and faculty offices. she said.
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NOW
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DEPARTMENT
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Hard Drives
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SALE EXTENDED THROUGH OCT. 31, 1989

ACADEMIC PRICES
FROM

$497

TO

$1 ,035

BOOKSTORE HOURS:
MON -THURS 7:15 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
FRI 7:15 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
SAT
10 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

924 - 1800
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

VISA

INTERLINK

SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR.

